Work Order Manager
WO Tracking, Management, and Automation for Multi-Site Organizations

What Is It?
Locations, assets, trades, providers, and on-site staff can add up to thousands or even millions of moving parts that
you need to manage, even when you’re hundreds of miles away. ServiceChannel Work Order Manager’s automated
workflows make it easy to manage it all, without sacrificing flexibility or control.
With ServiceChannel Work Order Manager, you can see every detail and gain full control. Get condition-based rules
for workflows, clearly defined checkpoints for spend and compliance, and visibility for everyone on your team.
Quickly identify hotspots with a map-based view of all issues and submit service requests from anywhere with the
mobile app, so you can keep everything running smoothly at all your locations.
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Benefits
6 Resolve issues faster. Automate work orders based on your preferences, create bulk work orders easily, and even

set up troubleshooting steps to help location staff solve problems without technicians.
6 Get full control. Configure workflows and assignments based on location, trade, warranty status, and more.
6 Reduce spend, increase accountability. Never pay more than you should. Checkpoints automatically require

proposals based on NTE limits, stop invoices for incomplete work, and validate invoices for accurate rates and hours.
6 Make data-informed decisions. Get proposal approval or rejection recommendations based on past proposal

decisions and provider performance.
6 Keep everyone informed. Nothing slips through the cracks. Your team sees all work order information, location

staff know when to expect providers, and providers get all the issue and asset details to get to job done.
6 Be productive everywhere. Facilities teams, location staff, and providers can do everything from submitting work

orders to confirming completion with the mobile app.
6 Boost efficiency, gain insights. Get more done faster with bulk issue editing, dynamic search filters, and

customizable labels. Use the time saved to explore business insights from the integrated Analytics dashboard.
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The Work Order Life Cycle
Work Order Manager supports facility management teams during every step of the submission, fulfillment, review,
and invoicing process:
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Features
Workflow

Controls

Productivity

6 Automated Processes: Set up
business rules that increase call
avoidance, streamline WO submission,
and automate dispatch for both repair
and planned maintenance.

6 On-Site Check-in/Check out: Validate
contractor presence and labor
invoicing via real-time updates with
GPS and IVR.

6 Customized Dashboard: Let operating
staff easily enter and review service
requests.

6 Mobile Access: Create WOs and view
status remotely on your mobile device.
Providers can also check-in, view issue
details, and track their work with the
Provider App.
6 Online and Phone Service Requests:
Place service requests and track work
status from anywhere.
6 Contractor-Initiated Work Orders:
Allow service providers to generate
work orders while onsite for preapproved types of work.
6 Proposal Recommendations: Make
informed decisions with machine
learning recommendations.

6 Provider Checklists: Communicate
and gather specific information to
provider technicians during checkin/out to validate completion of
important steps. You can define
separate checklists based on each
trade, category, and location.
6 Issue Override: Reroute work orders
based on specific customizable
conditions.
6 Alert Notifications: Receive real-time
alerts via email or text.
6 Metric-Based NTE Controls: Set notto-exceed cost controls to ensure work
order costs stay within budget.
6 Rate & Hours Validation: Avoid
overspending with automatic invoice
flagging for mismatches.
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6 Work Order Labels: Index and manage
related WOs so you can organize
work and analyze spending trends for
emergency situations, special projects,
and other classifications meaningful to
your operations.
6 Map View: Get an intuitive, interactive
visualization of your locations and
WOs on a map. Find out which
locations and regions have high work
order volumes, prioritization, and
emergency work orders.
6 Weather & Outbreak Tracking:
Overlay weather events/alerts and
virus outbreaks in proximity to your
locations. Create batch work orders
directly from Map View.

See which regions and
locations require your
attention with Map View.

Manage all your work
orders from one place
with List View.

See attachments and notes,
check provider activity,
review spend, and more
with Work Order Details.
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When reviewing invoices, see exceptions
where the billed rates or hours don’t match
your contracted rates and check-in data.
You can also set rules to automatically approve
invoices without identified errors.

Get automated proposal recommendations to approve or
reject backed by data and practices from your industry peers.
Supporting intelligence helps you compare the price to
similar proposals with context on provider performance so
you can quickly and confidently make the decision.
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Use Work Order Labels
to organize work and
analyze spending trends
for emergency situations,
special projects, and other
classifications meaningful to
your operations.

Assign, rank, and reroute work
orders to providers based on
customizable conditions. Define
exactly how you want them to
proceed automatically based on
location, trade, or warranty status.

Proactively protect your
locations and assets
from weather events
with batch WO creation
directly from Map View.

About ServiceChannel
ServiceChannel, the #1 Facilities Management Platform, is used by global multi-location brands to see inside their buildings, assets,
and provider networks — and deliver amazing customer experiences at every location. The ServiceChannel platform captures the
industry’s richest performance data, with billions of data points drawn from 100 million work orders and over 70,000 providers.
Industry leaders such as Louis Vuitton, Bloomin’ Brands, CVS Health, and Trader Joe’s rely on insights from our platform to work
with the best providers, optimize spend, and deliver impeccable customer experience. ServiceChannel is a privately held company
funded by Accel, based in the San Francisco Bay Area.
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